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Developing conscious leadership 
through an extraordinary process

The Art of Leadership: Creating 
organisations where people love to work



What is Partners for Possibility? 

A Nation Building Process
and

A Leadership Development Process
and

A process to strengthen leadership capacity in 
under-resourced schools
=> Improved academic outcomes
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Partners for Possibility in numbers 
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Many awards – South Africa and Internationally
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Most importantly – feedback from our team
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Everything I know about Leadership
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• Startup
• Innovative product (nowhere else in the world)
• Social Enterprise
• In South Africa
• Launched in 2008
• Working with Government
• Virtual team (97 colleagues across the country – from 

Polokwane to Pofadder to Durban to Cape Town)
• 2,200 clients / investors
• 370 funders / investors
• Investment of R200,000,000 (Rands and in-kind)



Key enablers for impact against all odds
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• Courage

• Tenacity and Resilience – giving up was not an option

• Absolute commitment to a better future – OUR future 
is at stake

• Willingness to be vulnerable and to ‘not know’ – it 
helps when you are entirely outside your comfort zone

• Conscious and Compassionate Leadership



My Leadership Story

May 2002
A massive wake-up call

Early Career: IT Implementations

Leadership & Organisational Development 

Doctorate in Large Scale Complex Social 
Change  (2001 – 2005)

From South Africa: White & Privileged









White Afrikaans
Head Girl

Presidents Verkenner

MBA
Leadership Development 

Consultant

An unconscious leadership stance

Leaders should

• Know the way
• Show the way
• Give direction

(Ideally from the front)



Leaders should know the way, show the way and give direction



My story in a nutshell

Early Career: IT Implementations

Leadership & Organisational Development 

Doctorate in Large Scale Complex Social 
Change  (2001 – 2005)

From South Africa: White & Privileged Life in the UK 
 Work
 Comfort, safety & security
 Public Transport 
 Holidays
 Money
 Great education
 Meaning & Purpose
 Weather (specifically Dec & Jan)

December 2002



My story in a nutshell
Dec 2003

Early Career: IT Implementations

Leadership & Organisational Development 

Doctorate in Large Scale Complex Social 
Change  (2001 – 2005)

From South Africa: White & Privileged



Why Ouch?



South Africa is a deeply wounded country



South Africa is a deeply wounded country

Photo credit: Johnny Miller - http://www.unequalscenes.com/ 



Photo credit: Johnny Miller - http://www.unequalscenes.com/ 



4 years (2004 – 2007)

Kids and family in Cape Town 
(in a gecurity estate)

Lots of fun in Europe







2008:
Re-ignite the South Africa: Alive with Possibility narrative



We have 2 ‘systems’ of public schools in South Africa
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Schools that work

± 20%
5000 schools

World-class

‘Failing’ schools

± 80%
20,000 schools
Failing OUR 

children



We have 2 ‘systems’ of public schools in South Africa
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Well-resourced
Well-trained teachers 

Manageable teacher-child ratio (1:±30)
Great education outcomes 

Poor resources
Teachers not well-trained

Very large class sizes (40-80 per teacher)
Unacceptable education outcomes

± 20% ± 80%



Kids in ‘rich’ schools can read, those in poor schools can’t 
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Figure 1: The percentage of Grade 4 learners who can read at a basic level in any language (the 
PIRLS Low International Benchmark) by deciles of average school wealth. (Data: PIRLS Literacy 
2016 with 95% confidence intervals, own calculations). 

Spaull & Pretorius (2018) Falling at the first hurdle. Springer. 

PIRLS Literacy study (2016 data):
78% of Grade 4s in South Africa 

can’t read for meaning



The Challenge

20,000 schools that are failing our children.

Each school with it’s own unique issues and challenges.

In most cases principals don’t have the knowledge and skills to 
lead complex organisations.

There is no one-size-fits-all recipe to improve these schools.

It is a complex challenge that requires a complex solution.



How would business respond to this? 
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• Work with the local leaders of the ‘units’ that are 
under-performing

• Support and equip these leaders
• Change leadership skills and support
• Additional support as required (HR, IT, Finance, 

etc)

• Develop a custom-made change plan for every unit

How do we do this for thousands of schools 
(given significant resources constraints)? 



ICERI2013 presentation. Seville. November 2013

An award-winning nation building, leadership development and 
principal support process

Business leaders and school principals in reciprocal co-learning and co-action 
partnerships.

Their Task: To lead change at the school and to set the school up for success. 

Business leaders are enabling change partners to principals.

So far: 1,198 partnerships – 1,198 principals & 1,198 business leaders 
from 350 organisations across South Africa



Business Leaders School Principals

Louise Itumeleng Bob Ridwan Khosi JaneNku Sharna GrantLindelani

• Knowledge & Skills
• Experience
• Network
• Privilege
• Access
• Sense of Possibility
• Funding

• Deep knowledge about 
their community

• Domain knowledge about 
education

• Humility
• Resourcefulness
• Hospitality

South Africa’s ‘gold dust’ – working together across traditional boundaries to build our 
nation and increase leadership capacity around schools



Everything I know about Leadership ….
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• Startup
• Innovative product (nowhere else in the world)
• Social Enterprise
• In South Africa
• Launched in 2008
• Working with Government
• Virtual team 
• 2,200 clients / investors
• 370 funders / investors
• Investment of R200,000,000 (Rands and in-kind)

=> 11 Leadership Lessons



1. Every voice has a contribution



2. Re-thinking leadership



3. Quality Relationship -> Quality Work



4. There is a magic sauce – for PfP and for all relationships

Opposite of Love  ? 

=> Judgement

The magic sauce for relationships? 

=> No Judgement



4. There is a magic sauce – for PfP and for all relationships



4. There is a magic sauce – for PfP and for all relationships



5. The KPIs for compassionate leadership



Neuroscience of SHL / Giving an A



6. The importance of appreciation



7. Leadership is an act of generosity



8. My leadership responsibility: To create an environment 
where people can flourish and do their best work



“Our 
organisations are 
not fit for human 

life”
Gary Hamel

8. My leadership responsibility: To create an environment 
where people can flourish and do their best work



“Our organisations are not fit for human life”



“Our organisations are not fit for human life”





If you have the vision, you have the mission



8. Your leadership responsibility: To create an environment where 
people can flourish and do their best work



What if….. We deserve what we tolerate? 



9. The KPI for an organisation ‘fit for human life’



10. It starts with me…



11. The delivery vehicle of my expertise is my humanity
(It is not about degrees, roles, titles, clothes, cars etc)

How do I make them feel? 




